ATRON Press Release

Successful participation in VÖV General Assembly
Appenzell / Bronschhofen, September 2019
ATRON-Systems AG draws a positive balance to the participation in the VÖV General
Assembly and the accompanying exhibition.
Once again ATRON was one of the main sponsors of the VÖV General Assembly, which took
place in Appenzell from 5 to 6 September. In addition, ATRON Systems AG was represented
with a stand at the accompanying exhibition.
Very much attention was paid to the ticket machine AFA 150, which was presented in a
completely new design. In addition to the NOVA capability, the stand visitors emphasized the
simple elegance of the machine. Furthermore, the multilingualism of ATRON products
presented in German, English and French achieves public acclaim. Especially with interested
parties and customers from French-speaking Switzerland, this resulted in numerous interesting
conversations.
VÖV
The Association of Public Transport is the national holding organization of public transport
companies. Its members are about 130 transport companies and around 180 companies from
business and industry. Already in 1889 the VÖV was founded as an association. The VÖV
General Assembly takes place every year at another transport company. The assembly
including workshops and exhibitions will be attended by more than 400 industry professionals.
The ATRON Group
ATRON has been working for 40 years with integrated, open and scalable system solutions
and the digitization of business processes. In the area of public transport, our aim is to increase
the efficiency for the public transport companies and the comfort for the passengers in order
to transport as many people as possible door-to-door in a climate-friendly way. A changing
society is constantly presenting us with new and exciting challenges, which we gladly accept.
That's why we work day by day on intelligent solutions for cities and regions. ATRON wants to
actively contribute to obtain the world liveable for future generations. Headquarter of the
ATRON Group is Markt Schwaben, with branches in Dortmund and Leipzig as well as in
Bronschhofen (Switzerland), Linköping (Sweden) and Zagreb (Croatia).
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